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Expect deal activity to 
continue at the same 
pace—or increase.

Deal activity is 
expected to be strong...
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...but economic 
concerns are mounting

What are the top factors in a 
company's ability to pursue, finance,
and close deals in the next 12 months?*   

Plan for a surge 
in divestitures
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Will corporate 
respondents 
pursue 
divestitures?

Technology leads the way  

*Participants were allowed to select multiple responses.
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Corporate Private equity

Both corporate and PEI respondents 
identify technology as the most 
likely sector for consolidation.

Corporate

Strategy & planning 24%

Economic conditions 31%

Valuation & pricing 25%

Due diligence 13%

PEI

Strategy & planning 27%

Economic conditions 37%

Valuation & pricing 20%

Due diligence 8%

M&A Trends Report 2016

Will the momentum continue? 
Coming off a landmark year of M&A activity, industry observers have one key question:
Can it continue through 2016? Explore key findings from the latest Deloitte M&A Trends Report. 


